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A note from the organizers 
 
Data science has emerged as a universal tool to study different systems and domains such as finance,                 
economics, social sciences and complex systems. The aim of this workshop is to enable research               
exchange and to share insights from different data-intensive disciplines. For this purpose, we have              
brought together a unique blend of world-class experts from industry and academia for an intensive               
two-day immersion into their domains including: 
 

● Networks, graphs and complex systems 
● Machine learning  
● Financial data science  
● Socio-technical systems and game-theory 

 
It is our hope that this workshop will result in a most vibrant and fruitful exchange of ideas and information                    
despite the unprecedented times we are currently experiencing world-wide.  
 
On behalf of ETH Zurich and NYU Courant we would like to welcome you to the Data Science in 
Techno-Socio-Economic Systems Online Workshop 2020 . In the following pages you will find the             
complete program, including title, abstracts and speaker information.  
 
Best wishes, 
 
Nino Antulov-Fantulin, ETH Zurich 
Dirk Helbing, ETH Zurich 
Petter Kolm, NYU Courant 
 
 
 
 
Program structure: Each speaker presents for about twenty minutes, followed by a ten minute Q&A. At                
the end of each day there is a forty minute panel discussion. If you would like to ask a question in the                      
Q&A and/or panel discussion, please submit your question using the Chat in the conferencing system.  
 
Throughout the program, times for all sessions are provided for the following time zones: 

● ET = Eastern Time (Boston, New York City, Washington DC, etc.) 
● CEST = Central European Summer Time (Paris, Zurich, etc.) 

 
Conferencing system: This workshop is held online using Zoom. Registered participants receive            
information on how to access the sessions via email.   



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 ► TALK 7:30 AM - 7:50 AM (ET) | 1:30 PM - 1:50 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Machine Learning and Data Science for Financial Markets 
 

Charles-Albert Lehalle 
 

Capital Fund Management (CFM), France and Imperial College, London 
 
 
Abstract: Investment banks and asset manager are working with a lot of data for long. Fifteen years ago,                  
the financial sector was owning the largest computing power and storage capacity. Focussing on risk               
control and a very narrow subset of the data they had (mainly prices), this sector initially missed the                  
revival of machine learning that took place in the years 2010. Nevertheless it is now catching up in                  
different directions: better understanding of client flows (via robo advisory for instance), better risk              
intermediation (via deep hedging, reverse stress testing and reinforcement learning for trading strategies),             
and better connection with real economy (using alternative, ie non financial, dataset, like satellite images               
or texts). I will give examples in these directions so that you can have an idea of the revolution that is                     
taking place on financial markets. 
 
Bio: Currently Head of Data Analytics at Capital Fund Management (CFM, Paris) and visiting researcher               
at Imperial College (London), Charles-Albert Lehalle studied machine learning for stochastic control            
during his PhD 20 years ago. He started his career being in charge of AI projects at the Renault research                    
center and moved to the financial industry with the emergence of automated trading in 2005. He became                 
an expert in market microstructure and has been appointed Global Head of Quantitative Research at               
Crédit Agricole Cheuvreux, and Head of Quantitative Research on Market Microstructure in the Equity              
Brokerage and Derivative Department of Crédit Agricole Corporate Investment Bank after the crisis. He              
provided research and expertise on these topics to investors and intermediaries, and is often heard by                
regulators and policy-makers like the European Commission, the French Senate, the UK Foresight             
Committee, etc. He chairs the Index Advisory Group of Euronext, is a member of the Scientific                
Committee of the French regulator (AMF), and has been part of the Consultative Workgroup on Financial                
Innovation of the European Authority (ESMA). Moreover, Charles-Albert received the 2016 Best Paper             
Award in Finance from Europlace Institute for Finance (EIF) and published more than fifty academic               
papers and book chapters. He co-authored the book “Market Microstructure in Practice” (World Scientific              
Publisher, 2nd ed 2018), analyzing the main features of modern markets. He is chairing the “Finance and                 
Insurance Reloaded” transverse research program of the Louis Bachelier Institute; this program explores             
the influence of new technologies (from blockchain to artificial intelligence) on our industries. 

 
 

  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 ► TALK 8:00 AM - 8:20 AM (ET) | 2:00 PM - 2:20 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

A Network View of Cryptocurrencies: The Bitcoin Case-Study 
 

Tiziano Squartini 
 

IMTSchool for Advanced Studies Lucca 
 
 
Abstract: Cryptocurrencies are distributed systems that allow exchanges of native tokens among            
participants. The public availability of their complete historical bookkeeping opens up an unprecedented             
possibility, i.e. that of analysing the static and dynamical properties of their network structure throughout               
their entire history. In this talk, some of the most recent results concerning the structural properties of the                  
Bitcoin Lightning Network (BLN) will be reviewed: the picture that emerges is that of a system whose size                  
enlarges while becoming increasingly sparse and whose mesoscopic structural organization becomes           
increasingly compatible with a (statistically-significant) core-periphery structure. Such a peculiar topology           
is matched by a largely uneven distribution of bitcoins, a result suggesting that the BLN is undergoing a                  
“centralisation” process at different levels. 
 
Bio: Tiziano Squartini is a theoretical physicist. He holds a Master Degree in Physics (2008) and a PhD                  
degree in Physics (2011) from the University of Siena (thesis title: “Information-theoretic approach to the               
analysis of complex networks”). During the biennium 2012-2013 he was Postdoctoral Researcher at the              
Lorenthz-Institute for Theoretical Physics (Leiden, NL) under the supervision of Diego Garlaschelli. From             
January 2014 to October 2015 he was Postdoctoral Researcher at the Institute for Complex Systems               
“UOS Sapienza” in Rome, under the supervision of Luciano Pietronero. Since November 2015 he is               
Assistant Professor at the IMT School for Advanced Studies, in Lucca (within the NETWORKS Research               
Unit); since December 2018 he is a Tenure Track researcher within the same institute where he teaches                 
the course “Advanced Topics in Network Theory”. He is PhD Board Member of the “Data Science” joint                 
doctorate (in collaboration with Scuola Normale Superiore, Sant’Anna School, University of Pisa and             
National Research Council) and visiting fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS-University of              
Amsterdam, NL). His research interests lie at the intersection between statistical physics and graph              
theory, both on the theoretical and on the applied side: some of the research topics pursued by him                  
concern network reconstruction, systemic risk estimation in financial networks, (mis)information spreading           
on social networks and functional brain networks analysis. He currently collaborates with the Supervisory              
Policy Division of the Dutch National Bank of England and Bank of Mexico. He is author of around 50                   
publications in peer-reviewed international journals (including major ones like Nature Reviews Physics,            
Physical Review Letters, Physics Reports), peer-reviewed book chapters and of one co-authored            
monograph. 

 
 
 

  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 ► TALK 8:40 AM - 9:00 AM (ET) | 2:40 PM - 3:00 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Social Network Dynamics:  Analysis of Survey Data and Digital Behavioral Traces 
  

Christoph Stadtfeld 
 

Social Networks Lab, ETHZ 
 
 
Abstract: The increasing availability of digital behavioral trace data promises novel social sciences             
studies that simultaneously scale up on a large number of study participants and zoom in on fine-grained                 
individual behavioral actions. These digital behavioral traces (DBTs) may, for example, stem from (social)              
medial platforms, social sensor experiments, wearable technologies such as smart phones or watches, or              
a combination of these. DBTs offer a seemingly objective perspective on how people behave individually               
and socially - how they eat, sleep, travel, interact, socialize, and date. DBT data often come in the form of                    
(relational) events - time-stamped monadic or dyadic observations. However, studies that merely rely on              
DBT data have some obvious blind spots. Individual behavior is to a large extent based on how                 
individuals perceive their environment, their relationships, and themselves. Such perception data can be             
best collected through traditional surveys - despite known challenges such as cognitive burdens, time              
investment by participants, and measurement biases. In this talk, I present a new framework for the joint                 
statistical analysis of DBT data and longitudinal panel data. I argue that the combination of DBT and                 
perception data could enable new insights into the dynamics of social networks at varying time scales. 
 
Bio: Christoph Stadtfeld is an Associate Professor of Social Networks at ETH Zürich, Switzerland. He               
holds a PhD from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and has been postdoctoral researcher and              
Marie-Curie fellow at the University of Groningen, the Social Network Analysis Research Center in              
Lugano, and the MIT Media Lab. His research focuses on the development and application of theories                
and methods for social network dynamics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10             ► TALK 9:10 AM - 9:30 AM (ET) | 3:10 PM - 3:30 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Interpretability of Ranking Models 
  

Avishek Anand 
 

Leibniz University 
 
 
Abstract: Interpreting the predictions of a machine learning (ML) model is an important objective for               
improving trust and accountability in learning systems. In this talk, we look at ML systems used in                 
information retrieval system, that is ranking models. A key problem in information retrieval is              
understanding the latent intention of a user’s under-specified query. Ranking models that are able to               
correctly uncover the query intent often perform well on the document ranking task. We will look at the                  
problem of interpretability for text based ranking models by trying to unearth the query intent as                
understood by complex retrieval models. 
 
Bio: Avishek Anand is an Assistant Professor in the Leibniz University of Hannover. His research               
broadly falls in the intersection of Machine learning on Web and information retrieval problems.              
Specifically, he has worked on designing scalable algorithms to improve search and graph representation              
algorithms for the Web. Recently, he became interested in interpretability of retrieval models. That is,               
how can we better understand the rationale behind predictions of a black-box retrieval model? His               
research is supported by Amazon research awards and he has been a visiting scholar in Amazon Search.                 
He holds a PhD in computer science from the Max Planck Institute for Informatics, Saarbrücken. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10             ► TALK 9:50 AM - 10:10 AM (ET) | 3:50 PM - 4:10 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Greedy Online Classification of Persistent Market States Using Realized Intraday Volatility 
Features 

 
Peter Nystrup 

 
Postdoctoral Fellow, Lund University and Technical University of Denmark 

 
 
Abstract: In many financial applications it is important to classify time series data without any latency                
while maintaining persistence in the identified states. We propose a greedy online classifier that              
contemporaneously determines which hidden state a new observation belongs to without the need to              
parse historical observations, and without compromising persistence. Our classifier is based on the idea              
of clustering temporal features while explicitly penalizing jumps between states by a fixed-cost             
regularization term that can be calibrated to achieve a desired level of persistence. Through a series of                 
return stimulations, we show that in most settings our new classifier remarkably obtains a higher accuracy                
than the correctly specified maximum likelihood estimator. We illustrate that the new classifier is more               
robust to misspecification and yields state sequences that are significantly more persistent both in and out                
of sample. We demonstrate how classification accuracy can be further improved by including features              
that are based on intraday data. Finally, we apply the new classifier to estimate persistent states of the                  
S&P 500 index. 
 
Bio: Peter Nystrup is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Division of Mathematical Statistics at Lund University in                 
Sweden and in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at the Technical              
University of Denmark. He has previously been a visiting researcher at Stanford and New York               
University. He has worked in equity sales at Nordea Markets, in the investment department at pension                
fund Sampension, at startup quant hedge fund Annox, and as an external consultant on advanced               
analytics at energy company Ørsted. 
 
Dr. Nystrup earned his B.Sc. in Engineering degree in Mathematics and Technology from the Technical               
University of Denmark (DTU) in 2012, followed by a M,Sc. (Hons.) in Engineering degree in Mathematical                
Modeling and Computation in 2014. In 2018, he was awarded the Ph.D. degree in Engineering from DTU                 
upon completion of a research project on dynamic asset allocation and identification of regime shifts in                
financial time series. His research has been published in leading journals covering topics from              
quantitative finance and portfolio management to forecasting, data science, optimization, and operations            
research. 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10           ► TALK 10:20 AM - 10:40 AM (ET) | 4:20 PM - 4:40 PM (CEST)  

          ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Be a Bit Bayesian in Quant Machine Learning 
 

Tian Guo 
 

Systematic Equity Research, RAM Active Investments 
 
 
Abstract: Modern auto-differentiation systems, widely used in deep learning provide the new playground             
for Bayesian statistics, which in turn enables uncertainty quantification as well as enhanced performance. 
 
In this talk, I will first introduce some recent research progress on Bayesian optimization and inference.                
Then, I will present two of our recent work using Bayesian methods in quantitative finance. The first one                  
is about evaluating the effect of financial news on stock risk with neural language models. The other one                  
is about learning multi-source data in crypto-markets for predictive volume and uncertainty, 
 
Bio: Tian Guo is now a senior data scientist with RAM Active Investments, a Geneva based asset                 
management boutique. He is leading the research efforts on natural language processing and machine              
learning techniques tailored for systematic investments and working with portfolio managers to design             
strategies. Previously he was a post-doc researcher at ETH Zurich and got his Ph.D. in computer science                 
from EPFL. Tian’s research interest is to design statistical and deep learning models that convert               
heterogeneous and multi-source data into actionable and interpretable decisions. His research led to the              
publication in several top-tier venues of machine learning and data mining, e.g. ICM, ICLR, IJCAI, ECML,                
ICDM, etc. and won SIGMOD MobiDE Best Paper Award, 2011. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10            ► TALK 11:30 AM - 11:50 AM (ET) | 5:30 PM - 5:50 PM (CEST)  

           ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Wasserstein-based Graph Alignment 
 

Mireille El Gheche 
 

EPFL, LTS4 
 
 
Abstract: In many network-based applications, high-dimensional data naturally reside on the vertices of 
weighted graphs. Graph signal processing merges algebraic and spectral graph theoretic concepts with             
computational harmonic analysis to process such signals on graphs. In this presentation, we outline the               
main challenges of the area and highlight the importance of incorporating the irregular structures of graph                
data domains when processing signals on graphs. We then detail a novel approach to solve an important                 
problem on a graph based on optimal transport for the graph alignment problem, which derive a simple,                 
yet novel and powerful, distance between graphs based on the Wasserstein distance between the              
distribution of random Gaussian models following the two graphs being compared. 
 
Bio: Mireille El Gheche received the Master degree in Radio-communication from SupElec (France) in              
2010.  She received the Ph.D. degree in signal and image processing from the Université Paris-Est  
Marne-la-Vallée (France) in 2014. From Jan. 2015 un l Aug. 2017, she was a Postdoctoral Researcher 
at the IMS and IMB laboratories, Université de Bordeaux (France), where she was working on the topic of                  
super-resolution of texture images, texture volume for Computed Tomography applications, and Horizon            
volumes reconstruction from seismic data. Since Nov. 2017, she is a Postdoctoral Researcher at École               
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland), where she is working on Multi-layer graph clustering,             
Graph signal embedding and Graph comparison. Her research interests focus on optimization applied to              
image processing, machine learning, optimal transport, graph signal processing and foresighted           
applications. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10             ► TALK 12:00 PM - 12:20 PM (ET) | 6:00 PM - 6:20 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Nearest Neighbours in 2020s 
 

Luka Rimanic 
 

DS3Lab, ETH 
 
 
Abstract: In this talk we revisit an archaic algorithm in pattern recognition - the k-nearest neighbours                
algorithm. In the last decade, the surge of machine learning field has been built around deep neural                 
networks, which are often superior to the kNN algorithm when it comes to accuracy. However, when one                 
goes beyond accuracy, the kNN algorithm can be a very useful tool, either on its own or acting as a                    
support for other methods. Some of its advantages are its interpretability, lazy evaluation that requires no                
training, all equipped with minimal hypertuning (k and the distance metric). We at the DS3Lab, together                
with our collaborators, have devoted some of our time at studying kNN’s capacity of being a proxy on                  
several tasks in modern-day machine learning.  With that in mind, we will discuss novel theoretical results  
on the kNN algorithm, its place in a hot topic of transfer learning, and its ability to provide an estimate of                     
the difficulty of a problem.  
 
Bio: Luka Rimanic earned his PhD in 2018 in the mathematics department at University of Bristol, after                 
completing Part III at the University of Cambridge. Back in the days, he was exploring the field of additive                   
combinatorics, whilst using a number of other fields in conjunction. Upon completing his PhD degree,               
Luka transitioned to industry, working as a consultant in machine learning where he implemented several               
real-world applications. In October 2019, Luka joined the DS3Lab, part of the Systems Group at ETH,                
where he works on several projects concerning the usability of machine learning systems and, in               
particular, the theory behind such systems. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10             ► TALK 12:40 PM - 1:00 PM (ET) | 6:40 PM - 7:00 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
On Robustness and Transferability of Convolutional Neural Networks  

 
Mario Lucic 

 
Senior Scientist at Google Brain 

 
 
Abstract: Modern deep convolutional networks (CNNs) are often criticized for not generalizing under             
distributional shifts. However, several recent breakthroughs in transfer learning suggest that these            
networks can cope with severe distribution shifts and successfully adapt to new tasks from a few training                 
examples. In this talk we will first discuss the results of a meta-analysis of existing out-of-distribution                
(OOD) robustness metrics and their relationship to transfer learning benchmarks. Then, we will ablate              
several important design choices, such as the pre-training data size, the model scale, and the data                
preprocessing pipeline, and show that careful simultaneous scaling of the model and dataset size leads to                
surprisingly good performance on OOD generalization. Finally, we will introduce a dataset for systematic              
analysis across common factors of variation, namely object location, rotation, and size, and study the               
effects of training at scale on the learned invariances. 
 
Bio: Mario Lucic is a senior research scientist at Google Research (Brain team) where he is pursuing                 
fundamental challenges in machine learning and artificial intelligence. He received his Ph.D. in Computer              
Science from ETH Zürich (2017), a M.Sc. degree (cum laude) in Computer Science from Politecnico di                
Milano (Italy), and a B.Sc. degree in Computing from University of Zagreb (Croatia). During his PhD he                 
was supported by an IBM Fellowship and was an Associated Fellow at the Max Planck ETH Center for                  
Learning Systems. Before starting his doctoral studies he was working at IBM Research on ML models                
for predictive maintenance. His research on machine learning and artificial intelligence has received             
awards at several premier conferences, most notably the best paper award at the International              
Conference on Machine Learning and the best student paper award at the International Conference on               
Artificial Intelligence and Statistics. 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10             ► PANEL 1:10 PM - 1:50 PM (ET) | 7:10 PM - 7:50 PM (CEST) 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
Panel Discussion Moderated by Nino Antulov-Fantulin and Petter Kolm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END OF DAY 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11              ► TALK 7:30 AM - 7:50 AM (ET) | 1:30 PM - 1:50 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Kinetic Ising Model For The Inference Of Lead-lag Relations In Financial Systems 
 

Fabrizio Lillo 
 

University of Bologna 
 
 
Abstract: The Kinetic Ising Model is a simple, yet rich model describing the joint dynamics of multiple                 
binary time series. In this talk I will present two extensions, one considering the case when a fraction of                   
observations is missing and the second describing the case when interaction strength is time varying. I                
will propose scalable estimation methods for the (time-varying) hidden observations and parameters,            
respectively. Finally, I will present applications to (i) the inference of the lead-lag networks of traders from                 
the observation of their trade record allowing to identify the causal link between herding and liquidity in                 
the inter-dealer FX market (ii) the time varying lead-lag relation between high frequency volatility of US                
stocks.  
 
Bio: Fabrizio Lillo is Full Professor of Mathematical Methods for Economics and Finance at the University                
of Bologna (Italy). Formerly he has been Associate Professor of Mathematical Finance at the Scuola               
Normale Superiore, Pisa (Italy) where he had directed for seven year the group of Quantitative Finance.                
He has also been External Faculty (2005-2009) and Professor (2009-2012) at the Santa Fe Institute               
(USA). He received the Master (laurea) in Physics and PhD in Physics at the University of Palermo                 
(Italy). He has been postdoc (1999-2001) and researcher (2001-2003) of the National Institute of the               
Physics of Matter, INFM. After that he has been postdoc (2003) and member of the External Faculty                 
(2004-2009) of the Santa Fe Institute. He has been awarded the Young Scientist Award for Socio-and                
Econophysics at the German Physical Society in 2007. He is the author of more than 120 referred                 
scientific papers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11 ► TALK 8:00 AM - 8:20 AM (ET) | 2:00 PM - 2:20 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Are You Really Interested in This Relation? 
  

Ulrik Brandes 
 

ETH Zürich 
 
 
Abstract: In social network analysis, indices such as degree centrality are based directly on the ties in a                  
network. Most indices, however, implicitly evaluate a different relation that is derived from the given one.                
Examples include geodesic distance in closeness centrality, Freeman dependency in betweenness,           
centrality, and redundancy in Burt’s constraint. We argue that it is beneficial to factor out the derivation of                  
a relation of interest from the construction of indices for three reasons: 
 
(i) many new indices are obtained from the use of other derived relations than the ones initially                 
incorporated in an index,  
(ii) it becomes possible to test the assumptions implicit in the use of a derived relation independent from                  
an index, and 
(iii) more general statements about indices can be made by using assumptions that hold for multiple                
relations. 
 
Bio: Ulrik Brandes is a Professor for social networks at ETH Zürich. His background is in computer                 
science with a Diploma degree from RWTH Aachen and a PhD from the University of Konstanz. After his                  
habilitation in 2002 he became Associate Professor at the University of Passau in the same year, and                 
Professor for algorithmics at the University of Konstanz one year later. He is vice-president of the                
International Network for Social Network Analysis (INSNA), coordinating editor of Network Science, and             
on the editorial boards of Social Networks, Journal of Mathematical Sociology, and the Journal of Graph                
Algorithms and Applications. 
 
His main interests are in network analysis and visualization, with application to social networks in               
particular. He is co-author of the visone software for network analysis and the GraphML data format.                
Following a DFG-funded Reinhart Koselleck-Project on Social Network Algorithmics, he takes a shot at              
improving the methodological foundations of network science. As a principal investigator in the ERC              
Synergy Project NEXUS 1492 he was working on reconstructing archaeological networks from            
fragmented and heterogeneous observations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11              ► TALK 8:40 AM - 9:00 AM (ET) | 2:40 PM - 3:00 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Opportunities and Pitfalls of Data Science 
  

Helbing Dirk 
 

ETH Zürich, COSS, ETH Zürich 
 
 
Abstract: I will discuss Chris Anderson’s Big Data paradigm and its limits, given the problems of spurious                 
correlations, false positive and negatives, overfitting, biases, and sensitivity. After a criticism of some              
brute force data analytics approaches, I will show how data science intelligently combines data analysis               
with knowledge and models about systems in order to gain new insights into problems such as epidemic                 
spreading. 
 
Bio: Dirk Helbing is Professor of Computational Social Science at the Department of Humanities, Social               
and Political Sciences and affiliate of the Computer Science Department at ETH Zurich. In January 2014                
Prof, Helbing received an honorary PhD from Delft University of Technology (TY Delft). Since June 2015                
he is affiliate professor at the faculty of Technology, Policy and Management at TU Delft, where he leads                  
the PhD school in “Engineering Social Technologies for a Responsible Digital Future”. Dirk Helbing is               
elected member of the German Academy of Sciences “Leopoldina” and is engaged in the study of                
computational social science, complex adaptive systems, and systemic risks including epidemic           
spreading processes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11             ► TALK 9:10 AM - 9:30 AM (ET) | 3:10 PM - 3:30 PM (CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

The Good, The Bad and The Ugly: Prediction in Ergodicity Breaking Systems 
  

Jan Nagler 
 

Frankfurt School of Finance & Management 
 
 
Abstract: From formalization of optimization objectives and prediction in ecosystems to forecast of             
epidemic spreading: ergodicity breaking matter. We discuss how and what we can do about it. In                
particular, we discuss Universal Portfolios, Reinforcement Learning and data-driven prediction challenges           
in the current Covid-19 crisis. 
 
Bio: Jan Nagler went for his PhD (on dynamical systems, in particular problems in chaotic astrophysics)                
to Brennen, Germany. His scientific postdoctoral positions include Boston University, USA (research on             
networks and econophysics), the Max-Planck-Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Goettingen,          
Germany and ETH Zürich & ETH Risk center Switzerland. Since 2016 he is the Vice Chair of the Physics                   
of Socio-economic Systems Division of the German Physical Society. In 2018 he became Associated              
Professor of Computer Science. His research includes the understanding and control of networked             
stochastic systems, with applications at the interface between computer science, physics, biology, and             
socio-economic systems, in particular game theory and phase transitions, ergodicity breaking and risk             
and survival in uncertain environments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11             ► TALK 9:50 AM - 10:10 AM (ET) | 3:50 PM - 4:10 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Social Preferences Make Games Hard to Analyze 
 and  

Interactive Situations Make It Hard to Uncover Social Preferences 
  

Heinrich H. Nax 
 

Universität Zürich 
 
 
Abstract: Experimental implementations of dictator games are found to differ in terms of their underlying               
strategic incentives. We explore this discovery in two separate directions. Theoretically, assuming            
identical other-regarding preferences, we show that the two most widely used protocols can generate              
strongly contrasting rational-choice predictions, from which different interpretations of dictator giving arise.            
Experimentally, a tailor-made experiment reveals significant differences between the two protocols but            
rejects full rationality as a satisfactory explanatory theory. Our findings indicate that several previously              
drawn conclusions regarding other-regarding preferences among humans distinguished by social class,           
gender, generation, nationality, etc. may be more ambiguous than hitherto believed. 
 
Bio: Behavioral game theorist, educated in economics and philosophy, currently SNF Assistant            
Professor at UZH, Privatdozent at ETH Zürich and Visiting Professor at the Cowles Foundation for               
Research in Economics at Yale. Previously at London School of Economics, Oxford, École normale sup               
(Paris School of Economics) and Johns Hopkins, my research interests include           
(Experimental/Behavioral) Market Design and Learning in Games applied to Markets and Collective            
Goods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 11             ► TALK 10:20 AM - 10:40 AM (ET) | 4:20 PM - 4:40 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Hedging an Options Book with Reinforcement Learning 
  

Petter Kolm 
 

NYU Courant  
 
 
Abstract: In this talk we address the problem of how to optimally hedge an options book in a practical                   
setting, where trading decisions are discrete and trading costs can be nonlinear and difficult to model.  
 
Based on reinforcement learning (RL), a well-established machine learning technique we propose a             
model that is flexible, accurate and very promising for real-world applications. A key strength of the RL                 
approach is that it does not make any assumptions about the form of trading cost. RL learns the minimum                   
variance hedge subject to whatever transaction cost function one provides. All that it needs is a good                 
simulator, in which transaction costs and options prices are simulated accurately. 
 
Time permitting, we discuss the hedging performance of different RL algorithms (deep value and policy               
iteration approaches) and how they generalize.  
 
Bio: Petter Kolm is the Director of Mathematics in Finance Master’s Program and Clinical Professor at                
the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University and the Principal of the Heimdall               
Group, LLC. Previously, Petter worked in the Quantitative Strategies Group at Goldman Sachs Asset              
Management where his responsibilities included researching and developing new quantitative investment           
strategies for the group’s hedge fund. Petter has co-authored four books: Financial Modeling of the               
Equity Market: From CAPM to Cointegration (Wiley, 2006), Trends in Quantitative Finance (CFA             
Research Institute, 2006), Robust Portfolio Management and Optimization (Wiley, 2007), and Quantitative            
Equity Investing: Techniques and Strategies (Wiley, 2010). He holds a Ph.D. in Mathematics from Yale,               
an M.Phil. in Applied Mathematics from the Royal Institute of Technology, and an M.S. in Mathematics                
from ETH Zürich. 
 
References:  
Paper 1: https://jfds.pm-research.com/content/1/1/159  
Paper 2: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3449401  
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://jfds.pm-research.com/content/1/1/159
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3449401


____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
THURSDAY, JUNE 11              ► TALK 11:30 PM - 11:50 PM (ET) | 5:30 PM - 5:50 PM 
(CEST)  

► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Why Estimating Population-based Case Fatality Rates During Epidemics May Be Misleading 
 

Lucas Böttcher 
 

Computational Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles 
 
 
Abstract: Different ways of calculating mortality ratios during epidemics can yield widely different results,              
particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. We formulate both a survival probability model and an              
associated infection duration-dependent SIR model to define individual-and population-based estimates          
of dynamic mortality ratios. The key parameters that affect the dynamics of the different mortality               
estimates are the incubation period and the length of time individuals were infected before confirmation of                
infection. We stress that none of these ratios are accurately represented by the often misinterpreted case                
fatality ratio (CFR), the number of deaths to date divided by the total number of infected cases to date.                   
Using available data on the recent SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks and simple assumptions, we estimate and              
compare the different dynamic mortality ratios and highlight their differences. Informed by our modeling,              
we propose a more systematic method to determine mortality ratios during epidemic outbreaks and              
discuss sensitivity to confounding effects and errors in the data. 
 
Bio: Lucas Böttcher is a research scientist and fellow of the Swiss National Fund at the Depts. of                  
Computational Medicine and Mathematics at UCLA. My current research work combines 
aspects from applied mathematics, control theory, and machine learning to tackle real-world problems             
including epidemic spreading, political polarization, and the rapid rise of antibiotic resistance. 
 
References:  
medRxiv link: https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.26.20044693v1  
WSJ coverage:  
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179  
AirTalk interview: 
https://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2020/04/09/65499/are-covid-19-mortality-rates-really-what-they-see
m/  
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THURSDAY, JUNE 11             ► TALK 12:00 PM - 12:20 PM (ET) | 6:00 PM - 6:20 PM (CEST)  

            ► FOLLOWED BY 10 MIN Q&A  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
Interface of Complexity and Data Science 

 
Nino Antulov-Fantulin 

 
COSS, ETH Zürich  

 
 
Abstract: Complexity science studies systems and problems that are composed of many components             
that may interact with each other in a dynamic and non-linear way. In this talk, the author will address                   
several research questions at the interface of complexity and data science.  
(i) How graph geodesics can unify continuous and discrete time stochastic susceptible-infected-recovered            
processes on networks? 
(ii) What is the connection between directed graphs and geometry of statistical manifolds? 
(iii) Time-varying volatility in Bitcoin market and information flow at minute-level frequency. 
 
Bio: Nino is a senior researcher at ETH Zurich, COSS group and visiting research associate at Courant                 
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NYU. He works at the interface of complexity and data science. His                
main interests include dynamical processes on networks, predictive analytics for FinTech (cryptocurrency            
& blockchain markets), machine learning, social network analysis and Monte-Carlo algorithms. He is a              
co-founder of Aisot GmbH, Prior to ETH Zurich, he worked at the Rudjer Boskovic Institute and Faculty of                  
Electrical Engineering and Computing, Croatia and he was a visiting scientist at Robert Koch Institute,               
Berlin. He also works as Supervisor & Panel member of PhD Program in Data Science, Scuola Normale                 
Superiore, Pisa. He worked on several EU projects: SoBigData --- “Social Mining & Big Data               
Ecosystems”, Multiplex --- “Foundational Research on MULTI-level comPLEX networks and systems”,           
FOC --- “Forecasting Financial Crisis” and eLico --- “An e-Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Collaborative             
Research in Data Mining and Data Intensive Science”. 
 
References:  
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.11765 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10227 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.00550 
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THURSDAY, JUNE 11             ► PANEL 12:40 PM - 1:20 PM (ET) | 6:40 PM - 7:20 PM (CEST) 
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Panel Discussion Moderated by Nino Antulov-Fantulin and Petter Kolm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END OF DAY 2 AND THE WORKSHOP 
 
 


